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The State’s economy has not yet shown significant signs of improvement, so it appears that staffing reductions will continue.  We want to stress the importance of timely, thorough planning for reducing staffing levels, and to remind you of important steps in the process.
It is very important that departments follow the procedures for completing the SROA scantron forms closely since forms may be returned to the department if incomplete or inaccurate.  Errors can delay the employee’s SROA eligibility which could delay the layoff effective date.
DPA and State Personnel Board have adopted the following process for SROA placement: 
Placement on SROA (List I Class Title)
The bottom left side portion of the SROA scantron form (pink shaded portion) of the first page should be completed as follows:
	List I Class Title:  The current class the employee has permanent or probationary status.

List I Class Code:  The class code for the List I Class Title.
Placement on SROA (List II Class Title)
The bottom right side portion of the SROA scantron form (pink shaded portion) of the first page should be completed as follows when appropriate:
	List II Class Title:  The class title of the class identified by the department as an appropriate servicewide or other department-specific class in which actual employment opportunities exist.

List II Class Code:  The class code for the List II Class Title.
How to Determine an Appropriate SROA List II Class
An employee is normally placed on the SROA list for the class that they are currently serving in; however, this would not be logical in the case of an employee in a class used only by the layoff department.  The employee should instead be given the opportunity to be contacted for job opportunities in a class where employment opportunities exist.
An appropriate SROA class must meet the following criteria:
Have a salary range the same as or lower than the class of layoff.
Have essentially the same class concept.
If the layoff department selects another department’s department-specific class as an appropriate class, the layoff department must first discuss the selection with the other department to ensure that the classes have essentially the same class concepts and that the appropriate class offers employment opportunities.  DPA will resolve any differences of opinion.
Updating Information on the SROA Scantron form
Employees on SROA lists may update information on the SROA scantron form, such as home telephone and areas in which they would work, in the following ways:
	Request that their personnel offices revise the information through the certification process; or 

By writing to the SPB Certification Unit, 801 Capitol Mall, Room 360, Sacramento, CA 95814.
For questions related to this PML, your headquarters’ personnel office staff should contact DPA’s Personnel Services Branch at the telephone number or email address above.

